SSRI-reduced platelet reactivity in non-responding patients with life-long Recurrent Depressive Disorder: Detection and involved mechanisms.
Adverse effects with bleeding disorders are often associated with the administration of SSRI in depression, although the exact mechanisms remain contradicting. This study is aimed at detecting and exploring the mechanisms of SSRI-induced changes in platelet reactivity in non-responding patients with Recurrent Depressive Disorder (RDD) and life-long exposure to antidepressants. Thirty-one patients and thirty-one healthy controls were included in the study. A comprehensive approach which includes evaluation of peripheral markers and microscopic analyses of platelet morphology changes has been used. RDD SSRI patients have shown blunted aggregatory responses towards collagen and epinephrine. Evident differences in the microscopic evaluation of platelet morphology were observed between the groups, with inherent absence of micro-aggregates and platelet shape changes within the patients; after quantification, the sensitivity and specificity of this method were assessed as high. The abnormalities were found in association with lower platelet serotonin content and high fluctuations of free plasma serotonin levels. Changes in the levels of CRP, fibrinogen and nitric oxide were not observed. Macroplatelets were also detected within RDD SSRI patients via increased MPV, PDW and P-LCR, which were associated with discoid shape and without procoagulant activity. The microscopic evaluation might be useful as a simple method for detection of SSRI-reduced platelet function for research purposes or systematic correlations with other biochemical parameters. The mechanisms involved in SSRI-reduced platelet function in non-responding RDD patients are complex, including combined effects of lower platelet serotonin content, high fluctuations in plasma serotonin concentration and abnormal α-AR function.